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Memorandum

To: ALL SRT MEMBERS
CC: LT. JOHNSON
    CPT. CRONIN
From: CORPORAL GUIDI
Date: 08/14/98
Re: SEPTEMBER SRT TRAINING

Do to some unplanned events, it has been awhile since we had a day of training, and I apologize for
that. I don’t think we have shot since our training at Fort Ord, and we still have not trained with Rick
and Max. Therefore, having that in mind, we are going to try to accomplish both near the end of
August and the first part of September.

Saturday, 8/29/98:
This day is on a voluntary only basis. John Coen and I will be at San Quentin Range from 0800 to
1200. All SRT members are encouraged to come down sometime between those hours and shoot for
two hours. A two-hour minimum will be available. Since we will be at SQ Range, you can bring
down any weapon you would like to shoot (within reason). John and I will have several combat
courses set up for you to go through.

Friday, 9/4/98:
This will be our mandatory monthly SRT training. It will be the same training that I had planned for
last month. The day will start at 0700 at SRPD and will end some time around 1700. We will shoot
at Bullseye from 0800 to 1100, then break for lunch. We will then head out to Hamilton AFB and
train with the K-9 from 1300 to approximately 1600.

Equipment: MP-5’s, full body armor, equipment bags, and shields. Black fatigues will be the dress
of the day.